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The opportunity for sport substitutions for Physical Training is over. Although the final figures on sign-ups are not at hand, we understand that they are far below those of last year.

Thursday morning at half past ten, the number were going out for one of the most popular sports at the Institute as in past years. A last minute stampede for the Gymnasium office before 12 o'clock on Friday, filled out the squad to two of its usual parts.

It is rather a surprise and a disappointment to the coaches and teams that such a lack of interest is being shown by the Class of 1936 toward athletics. Adequate material means that there is a much better chance of turning out a winning team. The solution to the problem is this. Let the freshmen go out for the teams and then at the beginning of the second term substitute that sport for P. T.

VOYCE AND HUZZAH!

VOICE and Huzzah, gentlemen! We have proof amounting to evidence that every Junior Prom will function as usual this year at the same old stand. This is, of course, only the logical conclusion to be drawn from the statement of the Institute Committee which was released the other day by the Junior Prom Committee.

It will be remembered, the Junior Prom went under financially. This caused the official stand of the committee to be such that they could not, in the future, accept the financial responsibility of the affair, and therefore could not sanction it.

However, it is again apparent that the fine traditions of the Tech have come to the fore. Not for the mere sum of a few paltry dollars will this ancient parasite of Technology's welfare be allowed to fade into the limbo of dead and forsaken things. One more fanciful-romantic will rise through our asture halls, brightening drab days of mechanical exactitude. Voyce and Huzzah, gentlemen, for a Good Time.

IT'S MEN

TOMORROW will see Technology men making known their decision on the questions which face the voter in the national election. Edgeworth Smokes are offered at but low and steady, patient, somewhat hesitant to make known his plans with a large, equality of heart? Do you want to keep Roosevelt, pleasant mannered, a good speaker, and a change?

You have a difference between the parties on the tariff, the make, or rather the price of Edgeworth. There are such differences as the new "450 Package." It is correct note sheet size, 6"x 7". The quality of this note paper is forst of many boxes of high-priced stationery.

Edgeworth is available everywhere in two forms—Edgeworth Ready-Rubbed and Edgeworth Fling Write. All sizes—15x5 pocket packages to pound Elements. Want to try before you buy? Write for free sample packet. Address Lano & Bros., Co., 120 South 204 St., Richmond, Va.